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How much does a
Space influence
your Life?
By Roseline Deleu - Feng Shui Master, Author
and inspirational Speaker
In Feng Shui … Your home represents your life.
Your business space reveals how prosperous
and reliable you are.
Our overall experience of a space, whether indoors or outside, is a
combination of our interpretation of all that our senses pick up light, heat, sound, temperature, smell, texture, shape etc… This
combination of various forms of energy is called Chi and every
environment has its own special Chi.
We, as individuals also have a personal Chi that includes factors
as vitality, temperament, appearance and so on. Since we are all
different, the effect of the Chi of any particular environment on our
personal Chi can be said to have good or bad effect depending on
how it affects us. Although you may not have heard it expressed in
this way before, you are already aware of this phenomenon. You
know that some places feel better than others although you may
not always be able to pin-point exactly what it is that is creating the
difference. Feng Shui principles help to identify these factors so
that you can do something about them in your own home if
necessary.

When the 'Love' sector (area 2) of a house is missing, many of the
previous couples living there could have divorced… Yes, I
purposely used 'could have' as not all homes with a sector 2
missing should be considered as hopeless for relationships, it can
be adjusted and fixed with the guidance of a competent Feng Shui
Practitioner.
A 'sick' house seeing the same disease repeating with various
occupants could simply be because the bed placement remained
the same. EMF (Electro Magnetic Fields) levels and ley lines
(Earth subtle radiation lines) should be checked and attended to.
In any case, always ask neighbours and real estate agent what
happened in the home before you seriously consider purchasing it.

An environment with good Chi feels, to most people, comfortable,
supportive, pleasing and harmonious - the kind of space that
immediately makes you feel welcome and which you don't want to
leave. Our objective is to make our homes like this. Of course there
is no absolute quantification of Chi. Our actual experience of space
will depend on our own varying Chi and the environmental
variables such as light, weather, season, temperature etc. The idea
however is to create a home that satisfies most people, most of the
time. Different parts of a home have different functions, so what
represents harmony and good Chi for a bedroom, may differ from
the harmony and good Chi appropriate for a living room or kitchen.
"When you decide to move into a new Home, you
immediately benefit of its vibes"
Be aware that your new place still vibrates the energies of the
previous tenants or live-in owners. Moving in without clearing the
space and making any changes, can mean that very shortly you
could experience the same 'life challenges' or 'life benefits' they
were living while in that place.
The Chi still flows the same way as before as the walls remain in
the same place; only the furniture placement alters some of the
energies. A home sees often the same pattern repeating itself.
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Fig 1 - placing the grid onto your premises:
align this side (8-1-6) with your entry,
divide your plan into 9 equal parts.
"Renting or buying a previously prosperous office
or shop is a good omen"
Often, the best position for a business is on the corner of two
streets. Nevertheless, if inside a street, it can be auspicious too:
people respond instinctively to unseen energy lines that attracts
them into a shop or business. Ley lines are invisible; having one
leading through the entry of your business will encourage people
to come in. Having a well decorated office and shop front will
attract the 'eye' and create a welcoming environment.
Leasing a business location that previously has known bankruptcy
needs to be considered very carefully and will definitely need
important Feng Shui adjustments.
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